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AGENDA ITEM  14.1 

TITLE OF PAPER Chairman’s Report 

Confidential NO  

Suitable for public 

access 

YES 

PLEASE DETAIL BELOW THE OTHER SUB-COMMITTEE(S), MEETINGS THIS PAPER HAS BEEN 

SUBMITTED 

None 

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE(S):  

Quality Of Care  The work done to bring on extra diagnostic capacity to address in 

particular the endoscopy waiting lists 

People  The Well Being work done throughout the Trust  

Modern Healthcare  The excellent work done to prepare Elliott Ward in Ashford for the post 

elective surgery cases. 

Digital  The continuation of Surrey Safe Care despite the pressure introduced by 

the pandemic 

Collaborate  Outstanding collaborative work done both in NW Surrey and with the Royal 

Surrey 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

 This report is shortened so as to minimise the time Executives have to 

spend at the Board meeting.  

The past two months covered by this report have thankfully seen a 

sustained reduction of Covid cases in the Trust and this has allowed 

many staff to have some well-earned leave ahead of the phased 

resumption of our elective services. The focus going forward will of 

course be on reducing the waiting lists that have built up over the 

pandemic and the utilisation of Ashford for many elective procedures 

should help in that. 

Highlights for me have been recruiting, both Consultants and NED and 

also the annual Pride in Nursing day.  On the recruiting front we have 



 

put a lot of effort into recruiting for the NED position that will become 

vacant in July and I’m pleased to say that we have had a large number 

of applicants so I anticipate a great outcome. I have also been struck by 

the quality of applicants for Consultant posts. The panels have had 

some tough decisions to make and again this talks to the reputation of 

the Trust that is attracting high calibre applicants, particularly in certain 

disciplines.  

No doubt Suzanne will cover the Pride in Nursing day on Friday 14th 

May but speaking personally I was delighted by how well it was 

organised with passionate, interesting speakers and the highlight for me 

being the Chief Nursing Officer (CNO) for England, Ruth May awarding 

Charlotte Broughton with the CNO’s silver award. This was richly 

deserved.  

Personally, I have continued to split my time between system level 

meetings and maintaining visibility within the Trust. Externally I have 

kept close contact with system colleagues, attending System Board and 

System Chairs meetings and wider with NHS Providers including virtual 

attendance at their Governance conference to keep track of the lobbying 

that is occurring over the contents of the upcoming Health and Social 

Care legislation.  I have also continued to be the ICS NHS non-

executive representative at the SHAPE Board, which is seeking to 

advance the one public estate agenda for Surrey. Internally, as well as 

the normal functions of Chairing Consultant Panels, Virtual Induction, 

Governor meetings and Board sub-committees, I have resumed 

walkarounds most recently in Ashford where I was able to visit both the 

new Elliott ward for post elective surgery patients and to see for myself  

the large number of outpatient clinics.  

Finally, below is a small vignette of some of the internal activities that I 

have been involved with that I wanted to bring to the Board’s attention. 
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A small selection of Internal Events 

End of Rotation meeting 

On 8th April, Dr David Fluck and I attended the end of rotation meeting for some of the 

overseas doctors. This included descriptions of the projects they were doing. It was 

excellent to see the passion and the enthusiasm brought to the Trust and the innovative 

and useful work that the various groups had completed.  

Governor Events 

This was a busy period for Governor Events with meetings of the Nominations and 

Appointments Committee to sign off the specification for the new NED and the 

Constitution Committee to look at the latest outpatient numbers and the implications for 

publically elected Governors. On 26th April, Suzanne Rankin and I held one of our 

regular informal catch ups with Governors and this was followed on 5th and 10th May by 

the Governor/NED meetings. These meetings aimed to give Governors the opportunity 

to raise questions and to understand better the work of the NEDs. In turn this should 

allow the next Council of Governors meeting the opportunity to look at the more long 

term strategic factors facing the Trust. 

BACU 100 day Certificate 

On 19th April, I was delighted to visit BACU and present them with their 100 days free 

from hospital acquired Category 2 and above pressure ulcers. This was an excellent 

achievement for a very busy ward in the current circumstances. Well done BACU! 

 



 

 

Surrey Safe Care 

In my role as one of the NEDs on the Digital Committee, I have now joined the Surrey 

Safe Care Joint Digital Committee taking over from Keith Malcouronne who is due to 

leave us in July. It is an interesting time to join the committee as major decisions 

regarding roll out are determined. My thanks to Keith for his work on the committee.  

Schwartz Round 

On 19th May, the Schwartz Round focused on the activities and feelings of the 

Executives during the pandemic with Suzanne Rankin and James Thomas speaking and 

Louise McKenzie providing a 3rd perspective during the reflection time. As always during 

these Schwartz Rounds both the presentations and the discussions were really helpful 

and provided a safe place for emotions and feelings to be openly discussed.  

Team Talk 

On Friday 21st May the NEDs and Governors have been invited to join the regular Team 

Talk. This Talk is aimed at mutual sharing and re-connection between some of those 

NEDs and Governors who had to change to working remotely and some of our clinical 

colleagues who were on the front line. This was an excellent opportunity for sharing 

experiences and very moving for all concerned.  


